


ApplicAtion instructions

1. Provide an artist statement. (1000 words)

2. Respond to the following prompts. (500 words each)

•	 Describe	an	experience	that	fundamentally	changed	or	shifted	your	cre-

ative	practice.	What	catalyzed	the	change?

•	 Why	does	your	work	matter	in	the	world	beyond	traditional	studio,	gal-

lery,	museum,	theater,	or	performance	spaces?	What	is	it	trying	to	do	in	

the	world?

•	 How	is	your	work	engaged	with	fields	beyond	your	own?

The selection committee understands that speaking to these points within 

these word counts is challenging. However, experience has taught them that 

successful candidates are able to concisely answer these questions in a way 

that makes their practice evident. They suggest that you avoid repeating your-

self in answering any question, and trust that the committee will connect your 

answers when reading them.



1. Provide an artist statement. (1000 words)

 I make connections: in my comics, illustrations, and writing; in my work as an arts-based fa-
cilitator and educator; and in my efforts to create and steward creative communities. While these three 
aspects of my life run sometimes in parallel or even at odds with each other, they sit side by side on the 
same shelf, spurring my ongoing development as an artist and public intellectual.
 As a visual storyteller, I use narrative art-making to explore and share the ideas about which I 
care most. I can experiment with the technical tools that we as illustrative artists use to move others—by 
pencil, charcoal, brush, pen, marker, stylus; by internet or print. The act of exploration drives me on-
ward, and my comics serve as the paper trail.
 In form and format, I draw from the foundational 19th-Century comics of Rodolphe Töppfer: 
boxes of story, side by side, paired with text and printed for anyone to see. Brushwork helps gives lines 
and forms life, a trick that as a child I saw Bill Watterson perform daily in his strip Calvin & Hobbes.
 A similar youthful energy and love of adventure drive my work. In the back of my mind as I cre-
ate is an awkward man’s party of adventure-writers and deep questioners—J. R. R. Tolkien, Kurt Vonne-
gut, C. S. Lewis, Hayao Miyazaki, R. Crumb, Watterson, and others. Using this reflective boyhood tone 
I attempt, like Dorothy Allison, to “seduce” my audience and gain their genuine attention.
 There is an ethical struggle in this work. Doodling stories can feel distant from the immediate, 
positive changes our world needs. This is especially difficult amidst the momentum of 21st-Century 
economics and the romantic image of the artist. It is a setting in which literary and artistic publications 
become commodities, as if we creators were genius lunatics seeking hefty profits. That same momentum 
turns images and characters into logos and products for copyrighting and exploiting. The history of 
American comics is a prime example.
 What is art’s place in making for better, more just communities? What is comics’? Do they 
reveal an alternate path for bringing the hope of imagination into everyday life, of bridging the gap that 
the Western art tradition worked centuries to create? Cartoons shared online, self-published, or per-
formed may point toward some of the answers. They are the ones I am exploring.
 At the heart of what I do, I am seeking connection. It can be lonely being a visual storyteller. 
Without other people, life’s circle loses its second half. So it is with art; creators enable their audiences 
to enter a world of their imagination. They invite them to share in the effort of understanding a series 
of marks on paper or computer screen, and by doing so the reader makes these marks special. It is then, 
only then, that you have the living creations we call art.
 Cartoonist Scott McCloud and others have explained that the structure of comics—the spaces 
between panels, the juxtapositions of text and image—naturally call to the reader to make meaning. It’s 
these spaces that I try to create in my own work.



 This effort to create spaces extends outward, beyond my studio practice while still informed by 
it. I love talking with people. I engage in conversation with a similar drive as my visual storytelling. By 
recording and retelling the stories I hear from others, I attempt to share the fruits of that intimate con-
nection and partnered meaning-making with a broader community who may benefit from it.
 My work with others extends into the role of an arts-based facilitator and educator, in which 
I strive to maintain a similar mindful presence with groups of students. Progressive educators such as 
Maxine Greene and Tim Rollins rely on a “wide-awakeness” from teacher and student. This requires an 
acknowledgement and embracing of each participant’s “landscape of learning,” his or her personal expe-
rience, cultural background, beliefs, and self-perceptions.
 bell hooks and Paulo Freire call this a holistic, embodied way of knowing. It ensures deep-rooted 
engagement from all members of an educational setting. My way of educational facilitation—driven 
by reading, writing, and creating prompts and group conversation—works always in reference to these 
ideas.
 While facilitating I am also a student. I guide conversation with a degree of knowingness while 
primed and ready to be inspired and educated along with my peers. This, I think, helps me to be a better 
teacher; I enable others to stir and uncover the knowledge they both need and already have within them. 
As Wendell Berry has said, the causes and solutions to our problems live within us and between us. We 
resolve these problems through mindful action.
 There is sustenance in this communal work. Through it I help sow the seeds of new artistic com-
munities. These gradually grown familial networks refuel and re-inspire me—in my visual storytelling, 
in my sense of hope. I believe in their power to provide sustenance for others as well.
 There is great potential for positive change in the collaboration of committed, creative people. I 
believe in Carol Becker’s conception of the artist as public intellectual, capable of driving societal wellbe-
ing through desperately needed new ideas and new ways of being. Our gifts are only as great as the ways 
in which we use them, and our impact need not be limited to the worlds of our artworks. By providing 
the same arts-inspired foundation I do in conversational and educational contexts, I may foster the posi-
tive change my local and larger communities need.
 It is a curious connection between my roles as visual storyteller, facilitator-educator, and com-
munity member. I am inspired through my interactions with others, but also challenged. I turn inward, 
isolating myself so I can ruminate, reflect, and create. Through this comes a reawakening, and I return to 
the wider world to share my work and reconnect with others. It is a cycle of growth, for myself and the 
world I hope to create.



Describe an experience that fundamentally changed or shifted your creative 

practice. What catalyzed the change? (500 words)

 I began talking to people differently. This happened in two ways.
 One was this. I had been researching symbols and narrative on my own and making good prog-
ress, but I was curious to continue the work with others. When I had the chance I proposed to fellow 
graduate student-artists that we have a conversation on stories and symbols. If it went well, perhaps we 
could continue having conversations. It did go well, and I opted to facilitate a study group—really, a 
structured series of engaged conversations. Since then I’ve facilitated three semester-long efforts.
 These study groups allowed me a new, engaging way to deepen my understanding of stories, 
symbols, and their relation to my art and life. The experience of working with groups of intelligent, cre-
ative individuals as we share ideas and deepen own personal understanding has been just as rewarding. 
The experience showed me a new way to create alternative educational settings.
 Years ago I taught elementary art at a public school, but I fell away from the practice because 
of the complex difficulties entrenched in our country’s school system. Through the study groups I’ve 
returned to teaching with a new perspective, one aware of alternative models for education that better 
fit how I perceive the human experience to be, for students and teachers. Whether in or out of a “tradi-
tional” classroom, helping others grow will be a central part of what I do with my life.
 There is an immense amount of creative energy that goes into seeing people where they are and 
working with them to encourage their own growth. The planning and conversation that comes from this 
work are as much a part of my creative practice as making comics.
 The other new way of talking with people was this. For a year I had tried modestly to enter the 
world of independent comics. I had learned that making comics takes a huge amount of time, leaving 
little space for a complete life and a low likelihood of the level of financial success that could support 
ongoing creative practice. Feeling stuck, I decided to interview established comics artists about their ex-
periences with creative sustainability and comics community. The wisdom participants shared with me 
was familiar, but hearing it over a common passion and attached to life stories gave the sentiments new 
weight. Talking about comics with other passionate creators inspired me to do more making myself.
 Since then I have opened similar conversations less formally to a wider range of creators. This 
too has been part of my exploration of the possibilities of my passions and interests. Mindful conversa-
tion and relationship building have become parts of my creative practice as well. They inform my imagi-
nation. They strengthen networks of support. They deepen my commitment to supporting, even creat-
ing, the kinds of artistic communities that we all need. They show me that we create as some inescapable 
part of our humanity, something we do to share with others.



Why does your work matter in the world beyond traditional studio, gallery, 
museum, theater, or performance spaces? What is it trying to do in the 
world? (500 words)

 Comics as a medium rarely occupies traditional art spaces. The times it has, generally, have been 
recent, few, and handled as a playful variation of Western fine arts’ framed paintings and pedestaled 
sculptures. While some comics artists might see this as progress for the medium or a starting place for 
future growth, I do not.
 One of the qualities I value most about comics as a creative vehicle is its relative freedom from 
the western European custom of keeping art separate from everyday life besides its use as a status sym-
bol for the socioeconomic elite. While sequential art’s origins stretch back to times before alphabetic 
language, American comics grew out of the fantasies of aspiring Depression-era boys. Comic books 
and strips are about as modern and everyday as kitsch, and they share a similar but very distinct cultural 
space. Their cultural presence and potential impact on audiences differ in significant ways from work 
kept in contemporary galleries or museums. I see this as something to take advantage of.
 Of course, that’s not to say the medium doesn’t have its own cultural baggage to work with. Its 
boyhood origins have made a cultural foundation for immature, male-oriented escapism. In the light 
of pointed stereotyping, comics’ approachable, essentializing qualities can be serious liabilities. We 
know cartoonists classically as social outsiders and their audiences as similarly solitary readers hoping to 
entertain personal fantasies. Much of comics’ time in the limelight has come from lucrative film tie-ins 
and other franchising that don’t always synch up with meaningful storytelling. Clearly, comics has its 
caveats.
 On the other side of this coin are comics’ additional strengths. Its escapism serves a similar pur-
pose as fairy tales: providing space for us to imagine actions that might be impossible or unacceptable 
for us to take in real life (or that, after imagining, do need to be taken). Comics let us safely explore the 
lightest and darkest parts of ourselves, helping us choose more just and responsible lives. And, somehow, 
there’s space for playful, childlike innocence in these explorations. While I generally eschew the “big 
house” superhero books, many of their underlying sensibilities live in my own work—a questioning 
of the world through action, adventure, humor, good-natured fumbles, and carrying through to make 
things right. Ultimately, using comics responsibly comes down to the mindsets and choices of its cre-
ators and readers. My intention is to make new meaning, deepen my understanding, and create positive 
change in my communities. Comics can do this.
 However, its form inherently distances the realizing of these goals from my work as creator. I 
effect similar kinds of change more directly as a community member and artist facilitator / educator. 
Creating safe spaces for deep investigation is crucial to understanding world-changing ideas. This is the 
work of an artist, a creative and imaginative thinker. So is making, harnessing the power of realization. 
My commitment to realizing this image of the artist drives my actions.



How is your work engaged with fields beyond your own? (500 words)

 I’m fascinated by interdisciplinary methodology. It does more than place two or more disci-
plines side by side for a shared goal as multidisciplinary work does; it uncovers previously unknown 
space between established disciplines to create new meaning.
 But, my relationship with the methodology does not run deep. While much of my education 
and development took place in a world of established disciplines, I have never sought sanction between 
them to create new meaning. Further, I grew up amidst the Western art world’s millennial evolution but 
rarely if ever within it. My interests in comics / illustration, education, and community have kept me 
mostly outside of this established art world, leaving me in vague, indirect relationship with established 
art spaces. I never took on postmodernism’s love-hate relationship with modernism.
 Thus, my focus is not on breaking boundaries but personal expression, creative investigation, and 
cultivating self-motivated and impassioned life-learners. I feel comfortable moving from one set field of 
study to the next in ways that fit my needs. In recent collaborative projects with artists from a range of 
creative disciplines, I have facilitated multidisciplinary work; but, I do not consider myself an interdisci-
plinary artist.
 That said, my work has meaningful connection to areas of study outside of my own. Comics’ 
balance of image and text has implications on psychology, sociology, and neuroscience. The medium 
illustrates one possible solution to the modern cultural dominance of abstract, left-brain thinking. What 
might our world be like with a better complement of inclusive, non-linear thought? Additionally, story-
telling and working from old stories allows me access to centuries of experience with the human subcon-
scious and the origins of symbols and myth, forces rooted in the psychic core of our being.
 As an interviewer, my work is relevant to the documentary field, cultural anthropology, and is-
sues of representation. Whose voices are being shared, and for whose eyes? How is my work affected by 
my relationships with interview participants and audiences? The illustrative part of my work adds new 
dimensions to these questions and heightens my responsibility as (re)creator.
 My work as a facilitator / educator draws from a deep commitment to promote creativity, enable 
personal problem-solving and deeper understanding, and establish sustainable creative practice. These 
things are central to the well-being of each person, but also our communities and the world of which we 
are supposed to good stewards.
 Driving my actions is the intention to promote understanding of the effects of our lives, aware-
ness of the injustices of our world, and the drive to address them before it’s too late. I am trying to build 
for myself the kind of life that I find satisfying and worthwhile, the fruits of which I can share with 
others. By creating, learning, and sharing with an open heart, art that has cross-disciplinary impact is 
inevitable. It lends itself to work that is centered more on the things our creative work is about than the 
work itself.
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